
CREW, the Center for Research and Education in Wind, advances fun-
damental understanding and develops new technologies in areas that 
can improve the reliability and efficiency of wind power generation un-
der a wide range of conditions. The ultimate goal of CREW is to enable 
widespread deployment of wind infrastructure and to contribute to a 
reduction in the cost of wind energy through scientific, technological, 
regulatory, and political advances in the current state of the art in wind 
energy systems.

CREW is structured to reach these goals by: 

•	 Offering wind industry companies access to six powerful research institutions 
through a single point of contact

•	 Conducting both shared (pre-competitive) research and sponsored (exclusive)
research programs

•	 Partnering with other public and private research efforts

•	 Creating educational programs that support wind industry  
research, outreach, professional and technical training

Additional Partners
The wind power industry is uniquely attentive to long and short term climate factors. 
To offer additional capabilities in forecasting, modeling and related disciplines, CREW 
has formed a relationship with two federally supported laboratories to make their scien-
tists available to CREW’s private members. The National Center for Atmospheric Research 
(NCAR), sponsored by the National Science Foundation, is one of the world’s premier 
atmospheric research facilities. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), an agency of the U.S. Commerce Department, is dedicated to enhancing the 
prediction and research of weather and climate-related events. Both NCAR and NOAA 
operate laboratories and research centers in Colorado, in close proximity to the four 
Collaboratory campuses.

Faculty
CREW faculty membership continues to grow, and presently includes more than 70 
researchers from the six CREW research institutions. 
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CREW is a research center of the Colora-
do Renewable Energy Collaboratory, a 
unique research partnership between: 

•	 The National Renewable Energy Labo-
ratory (NREL) 

and Colorado’s premier research 
universities:

•	 The University of Colorado at  
Boulder (CU)

•	 Colorado State University (CSU)

•	 Colorado School of Mines (CSM)  

The Collaboratory’s primary goal is the 
development and rapid commercializa-
tion of renewable energy technologies. 

Working through the Collaboratory’s 
unified administrative structure, these 
four world-class institutions are able to 
offer their broad research capabilities to 
private industry through a single point of 
contact.  

CREW’s private members identify shared 
research areas and then select proj-
ects for funding. The State of Colorado 
provides funds to the Collaboratory to 
match the investments of our private 
members in shared research programs. 



Profit from our wind research. Make CREW your partner.

CREW’s Five Areas of Emphasis
Based upon input from leading wind energy companies, CREW has identified these 
five areas for special research emphasis:

1. Turbine Modeling develops models for all aspects of wind turbines including: me-
chanical components, aerodynamics, aeroelasticity, aeroacoustics, load prediction, 
wind farm effects, electrical systems, grid interactions, wind inflow, and hydrodynam-
ics for offshore wind turbines. Models may employ a range of complexity —from em-
pirical engineering codes to high-fidelity physics-based codes.
2. Electrical Systems research includes grid modeling, power converter research, and
the InteGRID Laboratory. Grid modeling research covers power quality, fault tolerance, 
islanding, and stability analysis with high wind penetration. The power converter area 
includes advanced control of converters, modular converters for improved utilization of 
wind power, and generators. The InteGRID Laboratory includes a megawatt-scale physi-
cal grid simulation capability and is used to test, validate and develop solutions via grid 
simulations with actual physical system dynamics, including renewable sources.
3. Control Systems can reduce the cost of wind energy by using advanced turbine 
controllers. Research falls into two categories: individual turbine control, and coordinated 
wind farm control. Individual turbine control can increase energy capture and/or re-
duce turbine loads. Coordinated wind farm control may also achieve both objectives.
4. Turbine Testing and Certification is performed by CREW at NREL’s National Wind 
Technology Center. Blades are tested for fatigue and strength at the Blade Test Facility; 
drivetrains and generators are tested at the Dynamometer Facility; and turbines are 
installed in the field for power quality and acoustics tests.
5. Atmospheric Science capabilities include environmental sensing and measure-
ment technology using meteorological towers, lidar and sodar, high resolution numer-
ical wind and inflow forecasting, and hybrid numerical wind models.

Additional Research Capabilities
In addition to the five areas defined above, CREW’s engineers and scientists also of-
fer expertise in blade materials, energy storage and dispatchability, hybrid systems, 
interaction between wind farms and local ecosystems, and offshore wind farms. CREW 
researchers are also working on policy and outreach tasks, such as defining relevant 
IEC standards and developing wind energy classes at CREW affiliated universities. All of 
these capabilities are available to private members of CREW.

Contact us
For information about membership, 
contact the CREW Managing Director,

Florence Bocquet at 
florence.bocquet@colorado.edu
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